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DEPART EVERY MONDAY   

6D5N E-DA WORLD THEME PARK & 
TRIP OF TOP HOTELS & MOTELS
SHOPPING STOP
• Traditional 
   Aboriginal 
   Product
• Tianlu Art Center
• Pearl
• Facial Mask

DAY 1  SINGAPORE / TAOYUAN
Tao Garden Hotel or similar 

Upon arrival, transfer to Taoyuan County. After check 
in, free at own leisure.

DAY 2  TAOYUA / CHIAYI  (B/L) 

Chiayi Roayal hotel or similar 

Miaoli Specialty Museum, Tahu Strawberry Winery, 
Zhongshe Flower Market, Kuaiyi Village, 
Wenhua Road Night Market

Tahu Strawberry Winery : The Tahu Winery is located 
in the hometown of strawberries of Taiwan, and is the 
first domestic winery that produce strawberry wines.  
And it is also the only strawberry winery in Asia.  You 
can witness the process of making strawberry wine 
and the ecology of strawberry farms. Zhongshe 
Flower Market: Different beautifull and scaping 
throughout the year, Taiwan’s largest tourism for the 
flowers, and often married couples in this wedding 
pictures. Kuaiyi Village: the old -style red cypress 
wood building official residences after the opening 
of the new renovation , the building is currently 
Taiwan’s largest cypress settlement , entered the 
scene a very large number of cultural and creative 
shops , and stores offer rental kimono photography 
, is a fairly Japanese -style village in Taiwan. Wenhua 
Road Night Market: Every day after night falls, 
vendors offering the newest fashion and a variety 
of goods, as well as hawkers selling local delights, 
begin to emerge. In a blink of an eye, the two-lane 
road is turned into a hustling thoroughfare. Stores by 
the road and hawkers serving steaming hot gourmet 
snacks attract flocks of people every night.

DAY 3  CHIAYI / KAOHSIUNG  (B/L) 

E-Da Skylark Hotel or similar 

Buddha Memorial Center, E-DA Outlet Mall,  
E-DA World Theme Park

Buddha Memorial Center: Built to worship buddha’s 
relic, the construction combines both Chinese and 
foreign techniques and skills.  The main staTUE  of 
the temple is 108 meters high and considered as 
the tallest staTUE  of the world. E-DA World Theme 
Park: E-DA Theme Park built in Greece construction 
style.  The Park is divided into three main areas: 
“Acropolis” with elegant style, “Santorini City” with 
romantic style and mythical “Trojan Castle” There 
are 47 facilities in the park with the most exquisite 
architectural scene. 

DAY 4  KAOHSIUNG / TAICHUNG (B/L) 

In Sky Hotel or similar

Sun Moon Lake, Wen-Wu Temple, 
Fengjia Night Market

Sun  moon Lake: The Sun Moon Lake, located in the 
middle of Taiwan, with an elevation of 748 meters 
above sea level, is the only natural big lake in Taiwan. 
The southern part of Lalu Island is shaped like a new 
moon, and the northern part is shaped like a sun; 
hence the name Sun Moon Lake. Wen-Wu Temple: 
Located in the northern waist, dedicated to Confucius 
(Wen-sheng), Yue Fei and Guan Yu (Wu Sheng), 
named after temples built along the mountain. The 
temple consisted of three sections, colored golden-
yellow, is a typical northern China styled momentum.   
Fengjia Night Market: It is one of Taichung’s famous 
commercial business districts, covering approximately 
one kilometer in diameter around Feng Chia 
University and includes the Fengjia-Wenhua Night 
Market, Fengjia Rd., and Fuxing Rd. In this CBD, you 
can find delicious snack foods and quality clothes at 
reasonable prices to express your unique personality.

DAY 5  TAICHUNG / TAIPEI (B/L) 

Sato-castle Wonderland or similar 

Martyrs’ Shrine, Taipei 101 (Observatory fee own 
expenses), Vigor Kobo, Shihlin Night Market

Martyrs’ Shrine: The place is for commemoration 
of the martyrs for the country.  The guards in front 
of the gate do not move exactly like a staTUE  no 
matter how you tease them.  The ceremony of the 
handover is the most entertained activity. Taipei 
101 Shopping Mall: Taipei 101 with height of 508 
meters is a new landmark in Taipei.  This building is 
an integration of the classical Oriental culture and 
Taiwan local characteristics offering elegant and 
spacious shopping space within the shopping center.
Shihlin Night Market: It is one of the most popular 
night markets in Taipei City, known for its traditional 
snacks such as chicken steak, smelly tofu, oyster 
dumplings, frog eggs and Shihlin sausages and more.  
Shihlin Night Market is not only good for food but 
also a good choice of shopping.

DAY 6  TAIPEI / SINGAPORE  (B)

After breakfast, you are free at leisure till your 
departure transfer to Taoyuan C.K.S. Airport. Home 
Sweet Home!

REMARKS
The above itinerary is for reference only, and is subject to 
any necessary changes in accordance to local requirements.
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